
The Skipton Anticline at Haw Park and Wheelham Quarry 

Held on 13
th
 September 2012                                                                                       Leader Ian Hunter 

Twelve members turned up at the Embsay Railway station with Ian Hunter to try and interpret the complexities of 

the Skipton Anticline as exposed in the old Haw Park quarries near Embsay and Wheelham Quarry. 

Before we went to examine the exposures Ian gave us a clear insight into the geological structures with diagrams 

demonstrating cross sections of the Skipton anticline, faults and stratigraphic sequence of the Haw Bank 

Limestones and Shales, and into the two centuries of quarrying by the Skipton Rock Quarry Company, part of the 

Tarmac group The quarrying activities closed down around five years ago 

We walked up through the wooded old spoil heaps and past a derelict  incline to our first exposures of the Haw 

Bank limestone and shales sequence which is exposed section of the earlier deposition sequence of very dark 

Limestones and shales dipping at about 60 degrees to the north. 

 

 

 

 

 

  There were of many broken up remains of crinoids but nothing else was spotted except for a nautiloid fossil 

                 

 

 

 

 

Further on we entered the old main quarry with a very large cliff face showing the surface of the limestone beds 

were again dipping at about 60 degrees to the north. At the top of Haw Bank we found the more pure Haw Bank 

Limestones but this time they were dipping at about 60 degrees to the south and the axis of the anticline was 

clearly visible.  

We returned to Embsay Station for lunch and a demonstration of the signalling system in the signal box. 

Being refreshed with our sandwich 

lunches we felt we had a reasonably 

good grasp of the Skipton anticline with 

both sides straightforwardly dipping at 

around 60 degrees north/south but then 

Ian took us to Wheelham Quarry about 

2 kilometres to the south east of Haw 

Bank where we found the bedding 

dipping at about 45 degrees to the north and in many places changing the dip and strike in a seemingly random 

chaos. Here we realised the structures of the Skipton anticline are not straight forward at all but highly complex 


